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By F.L. Livingston

Two words: disenfranchised voters. ing.If Gore were to
That's why Al Gore cannot as yet give up the thousands of di

his quest for a continued recount in the Florida erwise, voters. Deat
election, despite the fact that George W. Bush was is comforting. But
certified the winner on November 26. It may not important.
be the only motive Gore has for continuing, but it's For as Gor
the reason he must. vote is not just a pi

We can break that reason down, as fol- voice. A statement
lows: let those voices be

Over 10,000 votes in Miami-Dade were, over 10,000 voices
apparently, never recorded, not by Al Gore will be lar
machine, not by hand, not at all. But that's
Did the machines fail to pick up the plaintiffs in relatec
presidential "choices" on these bal- in Palm Beach, w
lots because these voters abstained cases may lose son
from that choice? Or because of What's mc

mechanical error? We've yet to find out, since ple will begin to do
Miami abandoned the manual recount before these What will it say
ballots could be checked. clocks and calenda

Because of the aborted recount, the bal- izen's right to have
lots already hand-tallied were what will it tell 1
shoved aside. Instead, officials accepts that? He h
turned in the machine total. So If I'm dis
those votes first discovered by the it's because he has

I - . human eye were in effect, unjustly racial discrimination
nullified. These included, by the accusations- •eed.to

way, 157 votes for Gore. rate, must find leg
Florida's Secretary of State, Katherine Voting Rights Act an[ Harris, refused to accep..the..and .... t'snot enou

count from Palm Beich County mutter, "What a shai
because it was completed about illegal a nd must"b0e
two hours after the 5 p m. deadline Gore hifmiself poin
on November 26, evert though the us "all [truly] equl,
Florida Supreme Coutt gave her counted A n IAi'u

leeway to extend the deadline to 9 a x. the next I fctY
morning. So again, the machine cout was used, .•..many Americans,
effectively voiding many votes, including 215 fo ii yself in ciid8pd
Gore. ma i : aintai'• liM h

Several Palm Beach residents, -entire Istate of
have a case before *Ide Florida Florida' .. .- oi
Supreme Court, charging that the, ::ave ?! !!!evwoe.
"butterfly ballot" employed in their "Not gonna hap.
county was confusing and illegal. pen!" I :knoiw;•.o g
They allege that it led about 3,000 can you tutfully

voters to cast their 1allots for Buchanaii when they criticize, ore toy
-meant to vote for Gore. This, :thei, contend, champi on.4
deprived them of their true right to' vot ... Cco.u.n, I.h a

Numerous Florida voters claim number of us
they were actually denied their believe that a
right to vote or discouraged from revote is in order?
exercising it. This is especially true No doubt,
among black vote:r, who allege Gore wants to win
that they were harassed at the polls this election. But

iniFlorida's election. These
)e investigated, and if accu-
al redress. Rememberf the
yone?
gh to shake our.heads and
ne!"Sufch discriminatdin is
dealt with by the law. As

•io:i, Election Day r.;der'
"bm!it 6nly if "all votes are
Ild add allowed.

^ ^ ^ m ., I^ at .
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caves now, he'lgodo ......in history as "a leader
who deserted thousands of his most injured fol-
lowers." Not very good for his image.

And, hopefully, his conscience couldn't
live with it either.

* Since there seem to b:newdevelTp
ments in th.situation.. from day to day, by the
time you re..ad this the "election" may finally be
over. This is my perspective as of November 30.
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and, in some cases, unjustly preveited from vot- he stated rather
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Th~e Pres; 1* d en .tia I-R-Lace F na yvNears Ciosn
Almost a month after the year 2000 election,

the State of Florida finally names the winner of the
presidential race, Gov. George W. Bush, by 537
Florida electoral votes.

Yet his status as president fell into shaky
grounds when V. P. Gore's lawyers announced that
Gore would contest the results due to a miscount.
"There is sufficient evidence that those votes could
change or at least place in doubt the results of the
election," said David Boies, Gore's chief trial lawyer,
in his opening statement in the Vice President's law-
suit contesting the Florida vote. "Those votes have
got to be included in the vote tally."

During the first week of the elections,
America's question was "who won?"

After the voting day on Tuesday November
7, Americans were relieved of the endless campaign-
ing when they picked their choice candidate for pres-
ident. In the following days, American news interest
concerning the identity of the next American presi-
dent was at its height. Many citizens had stayed up
consecutive nights watching television news; they
had expected a much sooner conclusion.

By the end of the week, results established
that Gore led the popular vote; that was undisputed
and clear. But Gov. George W. Bush led in the elec-
toral votes. The Florida canvassing board was still
processing electoral votes from Florida as well as
various other states'.

The second week, Florida and various other
states' were still counting its electoral votes. But
Florida's outcome is more vital to the election since it
held 25 of the 570 electoral votes needed for either
Gore or Bush to win the election. At the time, Bush
still led in Florida.

The same week, television and papers
introduced to Americans the baffling Palm Beach
"butterfly ballot;" allegedlyvoters in certain Florida
counties had confused Gore with Reform Party
Candidate Patrick J. Buchanan due, to the ambiguity

in the ballot's design. iii:.....
The Democratic team declared that

the so-called Palm Beach butterfly blo6t led to
a miscount because Buchanan took some votes
that were not rightfully his; votes intended for
the Democratic Party. The blunder worked to
Bush's advantage. The Republican team said
that the ballots were ;clearl nd the Democrats
were using it as to 'manufacture" votes for
G ore. .......:.:...:..

The third week, Gore pursued:iaiman-
ual recount due to the defective ballots. The
notion for a manual recount was passed. Thie
deadline of the manual recount was extended
for certain counties in Florida. ...

Bush won Florida's electoral v:ts, as:
expected. However, Gore contested the 25
electoral votes that 'nam:ed:: Bush prresident.
The Democratici team:: is.. that Bush
might not have won if a l ual rec
was applied. The effort of th nua recoun

South Flo riid
The fourth week, while Gore supporters

appealed. Americans were officiall
elections nor did they care that they had initially
wanted Gore to win. They did not care whether they
got a Republican rat for president'.: i ii...

Lasit r.daiy, te Supreme :Court rejected

Regardless of who voted for whom,tthis anecdote undeserving winner, a sore loser, and an election
was reported in order to reinforce the fact that our guide full of pathetic rules. Frankly, most people
voting system sucks. should find it terrifying that either candidate would

The felon's votes worked to Gore's advan- lead our country.

_Inter im Dpen nf rnlleep nf Arts
v ~ r pUUJ cI -A: ..

By Ellen Yau

After the resignation of Paul Armstrong,
former Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Provost Robert L. McGrath announced the replace-
ment last month: the new Interim Dean of CAS, Dr.
Robert C. Liebermann, a leading and distinguished
professor and a long-time faculty member.

The College of Arts and Science, CAS, is the
heart of the University. There are 32 departments
and programs and all of these departments and pro-
grams reported to the former dean. Reorganized in
1996, the college was created from four disciplinary
divisional structures into an united College. The
College provides functional areas such as, advance-.
ment, budget, curriculum, faculty, personnel, and
operations.

Many innovations went underway under
Armstrong's leadership to improve the College. The
Learning Communities Program, which began in
Fall 1998, allowed students to involve themselves in
a curriculum that links a group of students through
small group seminars ,while attending large classes.
Other improvements under Armstrong's leadership
include a mentoring program for junior faculty, a
CAS Student Advisory Committee and a Student
Affairs division in the Dean's office.

Although the new dean has not yet been
named, Dr. Liebermann is expected to be a wonder-
ful candidate to serve as an interim dean. Dr.
Liebermann arrived to the university in 1976 and
joined the Department of Earth and Space Sciences.
He is nationally recognized in the field of geo-
physics. Dr. Liebermann is a Fellow of the American

Geophysical Unior
America and the R(

In 1964,
Bachelors of Scienc
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So it's gonna be Bush, is it? How did

this happen? How on Earth could we let an
illiterate felon into the wite house? This simply
won't do at all.

Blame the Electoral College, blame it on
evil Republican schemes, blame it on Florida,
blame it on Nader or whomever. The fact
remains that we as a country may be facing the
ugly reality of George W.Bush's presidential
administration.

This doesn't terrify everyone. Some
people are actually glad that Bush seems to be
coming out on top of this so that he can fuck
the country up bad enough that the whole sys-
tem has to be changed.

After all, it's not the first time we've had
a bad president, www.unamerican.com sells a
bumper sticker that reads simply, "Reagan Was
Worse." Well before Bush v2.0 gets a chance to
top The Gipper, those Americans who care
about this country must make some provi-
sions:

Start hoarding. Liquidate your assets.
Have your car bulletproofed. Ration out the
use of rubber, chewing gum, Magic: The
Gathering cards and iron. The time has come
for action and that action may generate violent
conflict.
Collectively it is time for the Northern states to

turn their backs ii
Union. Obviousll
trusted to take p
dent. It is high t
their mistake an<

It sounds
new America co
the same govern
right now, just w
dominant ly Repi
fectly good electi

The Soutl
Lincoln got elect
it. For some reas
ever, was fougl
states from leavil
can't show then
from a Union!

The only
that Florida is in(
ing their own E
election went al
decide their 25
Florida's place.

Is Bush re
suggestions extr4
Maybe. They an
left if all this re
something.
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To Whom It May Concern,

When I read a copy of BrianKate's response to
my original letter (The Press, Nov 8, 2000) that was
dropped off at the LGBTA office, I was simply appalled
to see more of the gross presumptions and hypocrisy
that consistently permeate his column.

Immediately, BrianKate says that the words
from his column "have been taken completely out of
context." Later, he attempts to justify his writing by
stating, "what I meant was," and, "I wish I had not been
misinterpreted." His defensive posture can only indi-
cate a lack of remorse for any of his blatant errors and
misleading statements.

Before I go any further in my own pursuit,
however, I do feel it necessary to issue a true apology of
_my own. When I wrote of BrianKate's "friend at the
LGBTA," I wrongly inferred this to be a reference to
myself. Previous to my receiving his response, I had
never heard of such a person mentioned, by either
BrianKate or any member of the LGBTA. Only upon
further inquiring with the LGBTA Co-Chair did I learn
of this other individual. For my error, I give my hum-
blest apologies, as my writing was clearly plagued with
ignorance in that respect. However, it is also clear to
me that vague anonymity often breeds confusion,
something that needs to be avoided.

In his latest piece, BrianKate's excuses for my,
or anyone else's supposed misinterpretation of his
writing, are unacceptable. I am curious as to within
what context I am to interpret these articles. Are they
to be regarded as genuine, though misdirected compas-
sion and concern, irreverent self-promotion, or mean-
ingless and wasteful pulp-fiction? I can only form
opinions based on the information I am provided with,
coupled with my own experiences. In that respect,
there are no misinterpretations, but differing interpre-
tations of what an author presents. As such, I believe
that the fault for any such variance in interpretation lies
solely and squarely on the words of the author, and no
one else. "What I meant was," is not a valid explanation
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Letter: In Defense of BrianKate
Dear Stony Brook Press,

I just read the attack on BrianKate in the last iss1'e of
The Press. I cannot believe that someone would write some-
thing like that about him/her. Especially when s/he has been
trying so hard to introduce a perspective most people don't get
to see at this school.

I am most definitely an admirer of BrianKate and
his/her writings. I have only read a few [of BrianKate's writ-
ings], but what I have read, I have loved. I see nothing but the
best intentions in what I've read so far. BrianKate seems to be
fighting for the right to live outside of "boy or girl" and to get
others to question their own assumptions, whether they're liv-
ing their own truths, or what society's told them is the truth. I
know s/he has opened my eyes quite a bit on all this gender
stuff.

I never really thought as much about gender before
reading BrianKate's pieces in The Press. I mean, I've always
stood up for myself, and refused to just be helpless and sub-
missive, but I never really thought much about there being
anybody out there besides just boys and girls. I can't really say
I've known any transgendered people before reading
BrianKate's writing; if I did, I never knew, or at least never
took the time to get to know them. There's a huge difference
between seeing transgendered people on talk shows and never
getting to actually meet one outside the screen, and having
somebody right here at this school, being courageous enough

to share their life, their experience, their feelings, ideas and
views, with us. If not for BrianKate, I would never have got-
ten even a glimpse of a real, honest person writing about what
it feels like to not be a guy or a girl. I might never have known
about such an under-represented point of view. We can't
afford to let people just throw that away.

To do what BrianKate is doing must take a hell of a lot
of courage. I can't imagine dealing with getting attacked, per-
sonally, by the people you would figure would be the most
ready to support him/her, other transgendered, or as
BrianKate says, "transgressively gendered," people here at
school. I don't understand having to face such self-hatred and
opposition from your own group. I can't imagine what it must
take to put yourself out there, facing that kind of opposition.
It must take a lot more courage than people here have given
BrianKate credit for. I truly admire BrianKate's courage.

Not only do I admire BrianKate and BrianKate's writ-
ings, but also I hope s/he sees this and sees that s/he has my
support. I hope s/he continues writing for The Press and keeps
up his/her/hir struggle for acceptance at this school, and to
get people questioning their own issues and their own ideas
on gender.

I wish him/her all the best of luck and courage.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Penn

Letter: Trasg ter Lov
In the last few articles about being transgendered, an

issue of how other people should react to them has been
brought up. And being the significant other of one, I thought
I should give my opinion on the subject. Being transgen-
dered is when you feel as if you're the opposite sex of what
you were born as. For example, if you were born a male, you
feel as if you're a female inside. My boyfriend feels as if he is
a girl. He feels that he is a girl born in a man's body. But
please understand, I will refer to my significant other as a
male, but that's because of my own issues.

Two years ago, when I first heard the words, "I want
to be a girl," from one of my best friends, I was a bit sur-
prised. And from then on, I did the only thing I really could
do; I supported him. What I have learned in the past two
years is that above all, he needed support and love. But I do
have to admit, things for me back then were a lot easier than
they are now. In the beginning, I was probably one of the best
supporters he had. I took him shopping for girls clothing,
since he lacked the confidence to buy them himself, and I let
him have full access to my closet and makeup. Unfortunately,
his family had taken the news poorly, so I was his only real
way to "express" himself.

He was my best friend, and I loved him dearly. I had
realized that he is still the same person he always was. Being
transgendered was only another way to describe him, it did-
n't change who he was. The person I loved didn't change at
all. It was always a part of him, so why should it have change
the way I thought about him? I could never understand why
people found this to be so unnerving. What was different
about someone who was transgendered? It's not the person's
fault they feel this way. Unfortunately, people are judged by
that, and are considered socially deviant. But to me, he was
the same person he was five minutes before he had told me.
And I think people can lose sight of that. I had understood
that this is who he is. He is a girl, perhaps not physically,but
he has the personality, thoughts and heart of one. I had
romantic feelings for him when he had told me, and that did
make me rethink those feelings. But after realizing that noth-
ing had changed, my feelings didn't change either. Why
should they? If he's still the same person, and I really loved
him for the person he is, then there should be no reason that
they should change.

Now if there was any advice I could give to someone
who does have romantic feelings for a transgendered person,
it's to be very sure you know what you're getting into if you

decide to start a relationship with the person. Unfortunately,
I didn't know what I was getting myself into. We started dat-
ing 15 months ago, but in the past four years we were some-
what off and on. I thought that since I was alright with him
being transgendered as his friend, then I'd be fine with it as
his girlfriend. And this is where I was horribly mistaken.
Among my understanding thoughts and feelings on the sub-

ject there was one point that has caused me the most grief. I
am heterosexual. And even though I know that inside he is a
girl, if he ever decided to become a girl, that would be the end
of the relationship. Not because I would love him any less,
but because I would not be attracted to him, or her at that
point. This is the cause of most of our problems we have
gone through as a couple. While I understand that inside he
is female, I still hold on to the fact that physically, he is a
male. And as he becomes more comfortable with his femi-
nine side, I become more uncomfortable with it. He would
love it if I were able to stay with him, even if he chose to tran-
sition, that is, have the surgery to become a girl.
Unfortunately, things can't work out that way. I just can't
stay in a relationship with him if he chooses to do that.
Because of that, I have this fear of losing him as a boyfriend,
and that's what makes this relationship so hard. My own
fears make me uncomfortable with everything. He will have
to eventually make the decision to either stay with me or
become a girl. And I know it won't be an easy one. Until then
though, I will be by his side. And I'm proud to say that in the
past 15 months, we have gone through many trials of our
love and dedication, and we're still together.

Even with my problems, I am very proud of him. He
has become a lot more confident. He goes out in public
dressed in girls clothing and can go shopping by himself for
them. And as I have always told him, no matter what he
chooses to do with his life, as long as it makes him happy, I
will always support him. I love him with all of my heart and
I always will, whether he is physically a male or physically a
female.

I am constantly learning how to deal with this better.
Everyday of my life is a new experience with a new lesson to
learn. I will admit that knowing a transgendered person can
be hard to deal with, but with a little luck and some under-
standing, it can be done. When they actually come to terms
with being transgendered it can be a very confusing time for
them, as well as their families and friends. It's a learning
experience for everyone involved. In the beginning, I didn't
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>>>>Final continued
from page 4
nd hypocrisy that inherently conflicts with BrianKate's stated goal.

The author writes, "I take issue with people who say we all have
o 'fit in'," without realizing that he is working steadfastly to that end. I
will present my own interpretation of acceptance, with that in mind.
Acceptance, as far as it relates to our society, is a condition that entails a
'ormal familiarity and understanding, ultimately alleviating a major or
recurring inconsistency in society's moral or ethical values. To put it
simply, BrianKate and I, as members of the transgendered community, do
not fit in because people still maintain moral and ethical objections to a
:ondition regarding which we have no choice. I have already outlined
ny own desire to fit in; to be seen and treated as the girl I believe myself
to be. But, I question the legitimacy of BrianKate's struggle. What rea-
son is there to make any attempt at raising awareness and fostering
understanding if one maintains such an adamant loathing for the insti-
tution of 'fitting in'? As such, the author's articles, littered with calls for
'acceptance, rather than just tolerance," are contradictory and confusing.
Perhaps it is through this hypocritical viewpoint that the author insists
on my misinterpretation of his writings.

However, it seems that all of this is far beyond the scope and
intent of my original correspondence. I am not offended by BrianKate's
ideas so much as his credulity and utter lack of regard for other members
of the community he claims to represent. His thinking is plagued with
impracticality, a sin in a world of shortening attention spans and click-of-
the-mouse convenience. The author's personal feelings and convictions
are valid and just, but his methods and ill-informed publications are not
without their fallacies. The title of his latest article, "A Clarification, Not
an Apology," is demonstrative of BrianKate's erroneous beliefs, and
shows a complete lack of understanding and compassion. What I expect-
ed was an apology, not a clarification. I was insulted to be mistakenly
and thoughtlessly labeled as "gender-variant" in his work, and my intent
was only to make that clear. Rather than address that issue, however,
BrianKate goes so far as to insult me further by implying that I did not

correctly interpret his writing, flawed as it may be.
I do not discount BrianKate's experiences, nor deny his existence

or rights as an activist as he claims, but I must separate myself from
them. Traditionally, an activist is someone who speaks on behalf of a
larger group of people and is responsible to represent the group's inter-
ests. Yet it seems that BrianKate's repeated insistence in his writing that
he refers only to himself, and that he has made no assertion to represent
the transgendered community again contradict his claim to be an activist.
Overwhelmingly, it seems as if BrianKate is nothing more than a self-
righteous, shameless and tireless hypocrite who will go to any length to
promote himself, and nothing like the activist he claims to be. I have
tried to avoid any sort of personal attack in my writing, but I find it

unavoidable when discussing a subject and person for whom I have such
disdain. For my weakness I once again apologize. If I were capable of

saying it any other way, I would surely have done so.
Ultimately, it is not my position to determine who is right or

wrong in this matter. BrianKate's position, whilst I strongly disagree
with it, is no less legitimate than my own. However, his presumptuous
writing and hypocritical statements, as well as his confrontational and
intolerable demeanor that he puts forth in said writing combine to estab-
lish a confusing and altogether esoteric view of the transgendered com-
munity. The diversity that can be found within the transgendered com-
munity is astounding, and the lack of any mention of it within the pages
of The Press, and BrianKate's column, is equally astonishing.

Finally, this will be my last correspondence to The Press regard-
ing this matter. I feel that I have made my position and distaste for
BrianKate's supposed representation of the transgendered community
comprehensible and logical. I see no point in extending this discussion
any further in The Press, and will not be goaded into a third rebuttal. If
you wish to discuss this matter further, I will do as BrianKate has done,
and open myself up to receiving emails from readers. Please, do not hes-
itate to contact me with intelligent and provocative questions or com-
ments. I can be reached at caitlin_li@yahoo.com for comments, questions
or further explanations.

Respectfully,

Caitlin Leigh

The LGBTA meets every Tuesday evening at 8:30 p.m. and Thursday
evening at 6:00 p.m. in the Student Union. Room 045A. They can be con-
tacted by telephone at (631) 632-6469 or by e-mail at
pride@ic.sunysb.edu.
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have a problem with it at all. And now, even with my problems with it,
I am hoping that eventually, I will learn how to be more understanding
and be able to cope with the situation better.

And I know the day will come where he does choose. And of
course, I hope and pray that it will be me, but either way it's a no win sit-
uation. If he chooses me, yes, love wins and we may very well live hap-
pily ever after, but at what cost? He will have to give up the hope of one
day becoming physically who he is on the inside. And then on the other
hand, if he chooses to transition, he gets to become who he is, but at the
cost of losing someone he loves as a romantic partner, as well as all the
other consequences that accompanies transition. Either way something
is lost. Some people have said to me that I wouldn't really be losing him,
since he will be the same person he was before the transition, that there's
no reason to feel as if I'm losing him. They said he would be going from
my boyfriend to my sister, and that really isn't losing anything. I have a
lot of friends that I love like family, but there is only one person in this
world that I love romantically, and that is my boyfriend. And even
though my love wouldn't stop, the relationship would. So, it would be
a major loss for me. And I'm sure no matter what he picks, it'll be a
major loss for him. But I suppose that's life though, making sacrifices for
what you want most.
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"So what makes a party in Cuba?"
"...Just rum. And dancing."
"Does the university provide the rum?"
"Of course. You sound surprised."
"Well, in the US, we aren't exactly

encouraged to get drunk at school."
"Well, my friend," he laughs, "this is a fr

country."
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1.) The social researchers were asskissers
and said that compliance could be engineered.
After all, Reagan believed that "Star Wars" would
work and that the Nicaraguan contras were the
moral equivalent of the Founding Fathers. And, if
one doesn't look too closely, one might almost think
that the scourge of rum had been banished from the
youth of America forever.

2.) The politicians simply didn't give a shit;
the new laws made them look tough and moralistic
and by the time anyone realized how bogus it all
was, they'd be safely retired.

3.) Some paranoid cranks believe that the
rulers were all too happy to get their hands on the
legal means to crack down on and harass the trou-
blesome demographic known as "youth;" always a
rebellious element.

At the time, there were those who predict-
ed that a raised drinking age would be but the first
step in denying young adults full participation.
Infantilization of the college-age set proceeded
apace. Here at Stony Brook, the formerly earth-tone
dorms of H Quad were repainted in what a friend of
mine termed "playground colors," and hall bulletin

those under the magic age of 21, even though they from the alcohol and bar lobby. NYPIRG, although >>>>continued on page 8
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>>>Sedition c
from page 7

boards began to be adorned with teddy bears and
cartoon characters, not unlike an elementary school
classroom. Cooking for oneself, the ultimate in
independence, was severely restricted and students
pushed to the unappetizing teat of the meal plan.

I understand that now one is subject to reg-
ular (and supposedly unannounced) room inspec-
tions by Residence Life staff and one can be disci-
plined for having something as innocuous as a can-
dle in one's abode. A candle!?!?

That brings us up to the present day, in
which many campuses are officially "dry" and
imbibing has joined use of other recreationals as a
clandestine, if pervasive, activity.

Let's have just a little more history (you'll
get to enjoy it after a while!). Let's go back to those
thrilling days when drinking was a forbidden, yet
popular, pastime: Prohibition.

Now we've all seen the historical footage of
hidden speakeasies, hip flasks, rooms with
reversible walls and the specially-made cars and
boats of rumrunners, constructed to outrun law
enforcement while transporting gallons of hooch in
fake floorboards and such. What's commonly over-
looked however, is that while all this videogenic
tomfoolery was eoine on. there was a concerted

ontinued usually not just
conferred for good
behavior, but must
often be seized in
the face of opposi-
tion. One mark of
adulthood is the

unwillingness to let others define you, especially to
define you as an incompetent or criminal.

And let's by all means stop implicitly con-
ceding that there's something inherently pathologi-
cal about utilizing alcohol or any mind-altering
substance to enjoy oneself. For too long we've let
the health nazis and anti-pleasure fanatics dictate
the terms. That has to stop. All the while, there
must be no denial of the fact that substance depen-
dency and abuse are serious problems, and we must
emphasize that proper abuse prevention education,
counseling and treatment, not criminalization, are
the appropriate and effective responses.

Now, on the political level, except for the
Libertarians (who would, among other things, elim-
inate public education), no politicians I'm aware of
have spoken on the issue. Has Ralph Nader, with
his rallies of thousands, mostly college age people,
said anything? No. Despite his laudable stand
against corporate rule, Nader is a social conserva-
tive, and would probably ascribe any attempt at
reform as something cooked up by the liquor lobby.

Many in the drug decriminalization move-
ment are actively hostile to alcohol--a drug they
don't like--and others, in their auest for

real demand for political change and in fact provide
opponents with justification for keeping things the
way they are.

On the other hand, I can't help but feel that
if these events were replicated nationwide, maybe
with more intelligence and focus and less mayhem,
those in power would have to sit up and at least pre-
tend to listen. Students in the '60s didn't make
advances because they were good little boys and
girls, or even because they had righteousness on
their side. What they did was disrupt business as
usual.

But it doesn't have to involve violence. A
couple years ago, authorities at CW Post decided to
crack down on "underage" imbibing at their home-
coming festivities. They were apparently so suc-
cessful that students stayed away from the sched-
uled events in droves, precipitating a loss in revenue
to sponsors and some tsk-tsking in the student
paper on the irresponsibility of those who didn't
wish to pay to be treated like a cross between crim-
inals and children. Now, such a tactic would most
likely backfire in the case of the Spot. The adminis-
tration is clearly looking for a reason to shut it down
and poor attendance would only help them. But
maybe a mass statement could be made in some
other way.

Some will say that the politicians will never
listen to what young people want. Look how hard
it is to even get them to keep providing adequate
funding and relatively low tuition, they may say.
Absolutely right, but let's take a look at the other
end of the aze snectrum at another penerational

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii nave orgamizai; ons aeaicteo
Mftheir intersts. e haven't had a broad poli
organization specificall for youth since Studer
for .a Democratc Society disbanded in 1970. 1
about tie or nother one.

And some may say that such a selfish ai
hedonistic issue is trivial compared to other mc
lofty concerns, like sweatshop labor, police brutal

and the cesspool of US foreign policy. But it im

turn some of the party-party-party types on
political activism. The first demonstration I ev
went to was one against a proposed policy.
make RAs enforcers of drug and alcohol polico
believe it or not, they didn't used to be. Seeing t]
drinking age raised and the manner in which
was accomplished was my first real insight in
the undemocratic nature of our wonderful go
ernment.

In 1968, France, like many other countri
at the time, was brought to a standstill by massi
demonstrations in which students played a lar
part. What precipitated student action was diss<
isfaction with regulations forbidding opposite-s
visitation, so never think that an is t ýthat appea
trivial can.t be a springboard to more importa
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Hil's

rith all this trans-
r stuff going on, I
it would only be
)propariate to
liscuss what it
would be like to
have a penis.
I've often

ht about what it
a penis. I mean,

reasons, such as
Sable to write my
of it.
iat wouldn't stop,
uenty adjust my

underwear. Hell, I could even have testicles that shrink in the
cold!

S Picture it, me, a 34D, with a schlong! I could move it up
and down when it was erect, just like that guy who used to

live in the woods by my house. He used to flash his penis
around, and my friend even measured it once! Beleive me, that
thing couldn't catch friction with a pickle jar, without the pickle

ce,or course. vve useu to uuy nunii vaitseiie ur u iikiLntlll:---------------I --------. .... . ----

Like A Pornographic Episode Of Full House

There I go again, off on a tangent! I have to stay focused
on this whole prick thing. I could knock cocks with the boys in
Division I, that good ol' locker "talk."

Shit, I could stick my dick in Angelina Jolie's hot, wet...
Anyway, I imagine having a penis could be a pretty neat thing:
I could bust in some bitch's eye, have something to keep my
hands warm in the middle of winter; ah, the list goes on.

Being that it's almost the holiday season, I would like to
publicly ask for a penis. If there is anyone out there who really
enjoyed my column this semester, this is the gift I've been wait-
ing for. Momma told me there ain't no penis fairy, so I'll have to
ask the students of Stony Brook instead.

Instead of waking up to find lots of lovely wrapped gifts
this Cristmas, I am asking to wake up with a penis. Even for one
day (did I mention that it doesn't necessarily have to be
attatched to me?).

If you can't grant me my wish, a dildo would probrably
suffice. I would like one that vibrates, please, with a few ribs,
for-her pleasure, and some "rabbit ears." Then if I don't get a
genuine penis, at least I know I'll have a good time!

Good luck with finals and have a happy holiday season,
as well as a joyous New Year. This dog is goin' to Puerto Rico to
bask on the beaches of San Juan! Addios!
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Mbe
Kids
did

one hell of a record. Proving that rap is still an
art, the NYC collective of Priest, Beans, Earl
Blaze and M. Sayyid delivered their statement
of intent. With stellar live shows that back up artists while neverartists, while never

rs. Death, At the Gates anc
ay the future looks very b]
>se yourself a favor and oc

i specifically the state of hip-
ik from the gold chain flaunt-
instream rap. Skits like
"Do You Masterbate?" are
Lts of any successful Keith
ditties like "F-U-M-F" (Fuck
for the kids) and "I Don't
concrete proof that you canit

Gold (Reprise)
o shows no sign of slowing
utput with age, Silver & Gold
-rock roots record that Neil
y ten years. He will always
i entertain the listener in the
wished he could.

ethrone (Rise Above)
)unds of Electric Wizard are
Smortal to drink down. With

song lengths averaging a minimum of seven min-
)ared, Dopethrone can be a
. EW's sound molds the

,uss, early-Nirvana, the
i and The Obsessed into
es. Get the bong, get head-

Electric Wizard for the
'E!

il: The Damage Manual

rs/all-stars of the Damage
It full of the catchiest hard-
>uld find in 2000. I've
ecords throughout the year
is unchanged; the Manual
rill fuck you up. Look for
guys in the years to come.

anotner genre mar tar too orren mnrves on stag-
nation and shock value.

At the Drive-In: Relationship of Command
(Grand Royal)
Providing a grand royal shot in the ass to
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meant, ATDI came out swinging with their latest
output. With Ross Robinson at the helm to enhance
their sound, this band has nowhere to go but the
hearts of many angry and heartbroken adolescents.

r Uj~
al becoming greater by
the year, it's getting
harder for me to pick a
favorite, though it's
inevitable that one of his
records will make my
ot 4-ten A ffter 'aref ii

review, my vote goes with Matthew, if for no rea-
son other than for Keith's willingness to tell it like
it is. Matthew is an angry record, picking up on
the same vibe that his Dr. Dooom record served up

Endnotes: That's it. Your top ten records of the
past year. This list is non-negotiable, so if your
weak mind can't understand this shit, the Press e-
mail is always ready to take your order. If you're
slap-ass actually has the intestinal fortitude to dis-
agree, you're a worthless piece of crap. No matter
what, you're wrong, but you can waste all the
energy you like disputing me. But seriously, any
other top ten can get the bozak. This shit is the
real deal.
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By Tim Connors, Guy With Too Much Time
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By, Tim Connors, Swami Emeritus
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RHD's will never lie to their staff, or

encourage their staff to stretch the truth when
dealing with students. Referring to Student's
by a euphemism, such as resident does not
minimizes student's importance. The quality
of life of students is greatly improved by the
thoughtless enforcement of arbitrary rules.

All RA's are zealous in their position;
none of them are just doing it for the free room
or fringe benefits. Residence Life, and RHD's
treat all RA's equally, and there no favorites, or
discrepancy in different buildings with regard
to the number of programs required by RA's, o
in the amount of time spent on duty.
RA's try to unionizito get better re
tio, R•esence Life does not try to Ueten, er
intimidate the RA's. There are never any reper

cussions for the RA'swho want t
sentation for themselves.

ask if I re.
told by t
wrote art
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come up

to my
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resign

Well the
more.

I dated a nineteen-year-old French,
anorexic, ex-ballerina, former heroine addict, who
weighed eighty pounds. She had webbed toes
and had given numerous blowjobs while she was
high.

Republicans never engage in oral sex, I
know because I am a conservative Republican and
listen to Rush Limbaugh to find out how I should
think. Rush is the funniest man alive, and is
always right about politics. Bob Dole would have
actually cut taxes.

When the student leaders perform oral
sex on President Kenny, the meal plan will be
changed to something fair. Chartwells doesn't
turn a profit on this contract; in fact they go out of
their way to provide the best food regardless of
cost to them.

I've sa
dent Senate m(
her speech I a
dents forfeit if
money split be
year. FSA comr
only in the s
absolutely no
morally reprel

little time.
write any-

court either. So all this writing will go for naught,
the only person who will see it is the copy editor.

I haven't been a Resident Assistant in
over two years, so maybe things have changed.
RHD's are honest, and don't ck favorites. The
requirements of the job are reasonable given the
compensation. There is some kind of grievance
system for RA's who haveian issue with their
RHD, or Residence Life. And maybe after two
years the size of my peni:s o:i longer makes me
self-conscious. ..

For shits and giggls I tried figuring out
how many. hurs wre in ed in being a RA.
Between duty . eetings, decorating, programs,
trainin. administrative dutis. oDenine, closing,

.
•  

... . ..... i
and anythingelsetihe RFH wantE
time was taken up. When comp.
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the meal plan, the hourty compensation rate was
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with a refund at the end of the semester.
A handful of students gets to determine

which plan to accept, and those students have
total control in composing the plans that are con-
sidered. I had talked to one of the students on that
committee a while back. Those students didn't
think they were just a front, but actually consid-
ered all of the alternatives presented to them by
FSA.

Another organization on Campus that I
hold with the utmost regard is the Division of
Residence Housing. They epitomize professional-
ism, at all levels of the organization, and personal-
ity differences never play a role in the conduct of
members, at any level, in that organization. I pre-
tended to work as a Resident Assistant for a year

shit from fellow students, since RA's are on the
front line of repressing students.

When RA's reach their senior year, the
RHD's don't start giving them a raft of shit to
attempt to motivate them. Supervisors in some
jobs-will take it upon themselves to get up the ass
of people who are leaving soon, probably because
when they were in that position themselves they
blew off their work and expect people to act exact-
ly like they did. There are no disgruntled former,
or current RA's.
RHD's make tons of money, and it is a prestigious
position with a tiny turnover rate. Other universi-
ties try to recruit Stony Brook staff, but the loyalty
to our fine institution makes leaving unthinkable.
The rigorous training program for RHD's empha-

tages to being a highly visible pseudo authority
figure?

For starters it made it easier to meet peo-
ple. That might not sound important, but having
over a hundred people willing to let you into their
rooms and talk to them creates all kinds of oppor-
tunities. Normally people wouldn't deal with a
fat, ugly, older guy. I could get help with school,
hang out with cool attractive woman, chill with
numerous different groups of guys.

There were sexually perks as well,. A
model striped for me with their boyfiends ith
room at the time, lesbiansoffered to ha've a three-

some, there wee oppo~~ttes to have sex with
..woma.n, and alt never tried it men were
also interested. Most of my time was used taking
advantage of a large network of indirect drug con-
nections ranging from crooked dirt merchants to
gifted specialists in the procurement of exotic
chemical goods.

All that was required was putting some
effort to fake the evidence that I had actually done
the work that was required. This generally
involved getting signatures on a piece of paper to
prove I had meetings. I did most of the programs,
but I structured them as a networking opportuni-
ty. Programs don't take much time, and some of
the best contacts can be made. There was no way
around training and staff meetings, so I just spent
the time checking out the cute female RA's.

Part of being a RA is to keep up the
appearance that you are enforcing the rules, so a
few unlucky people had to be written up. As a
matter of principle I would choose stupid, arro-
gant, or obvious people, and usually woke up the
RHD in the middle of the night just for spite.

Fuck you very much, go drink a lot and
drive fast. I dug up your great grand parents and
fucked them all in the ass. Nothing in this article
is true, including this disclaimer.
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EIlffv Was Transaendered
By Tim Connors

What does transge
broke out the dictionary, a
meaning of the words and :
that fluffy was transgender
concepts of gender, and behk
boundaries.

A transgender male
trans is short for transgressix
disposed to or tending to tr;
act of violating and going 1
scribed by law or command
its set by the ancestral cond
nine, although s/he was act

To those of us wh(
gendered it is common to col
transgressive gender. Trans
comprehension; proceeding
of what is perceived or F
Seeing a male it is assumed
will be the same as their sex,
within our experience. Fluj
us, how could he act female
male?

Fluffy went beyon
transcendentaly gendered.
ing to Aristotelians is reachih
any category. Kantianism hc
the apriori and necessary co
rience as determined by the
itself. Fluffy defied categoi
through his own conceptio:
perceived s/his reality to be

Most people think
bolized by transestrificatior
which one ester group is cc
by interchange of ester grou
presence of base.) Huh? I
einuivnT7lotrf ef cfprc f-hLcn tfh
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type through alcohol and base is how most people
experience the phenomenon of being transgessive.
As an aside base is slang for a musical element or
something added to cocaine to make it more potent
when smoked. Fluffy didn't noticeably enjoy music
or smoke crack.
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but examining the concepts of masculine and femi-
nine being that those are the.only linguistic possibili-
ties was informational.

Fluffy peed on the carpet when my broth-
er's girlfriend came over, just a random comment.
Masculine is male and suggestive of or being in

nan (stressed - powerful - strong)
j.inated by, or made by males.
ii charateristics of or appropriate

en, •  •frilly -fashionable) receiving
i, pass••i Ok ii e live in a patriar-
e dictioa snt caught up with
Sy offensive from

|me dictionary.
Masculine protest isaendency to compen-

sate for feelings of inferioritor iadequacy by exag-
gerating one's overt aggressveness. Female com-
plaint is any of various i•e ed or imaginary dis-
orders of the human female.-*usu:ally associated with
or attributed to the generative, functions, which are
having the power or function: or generating, propa-
gating, originating, producing, or reproducing.

Transgressives are aggressively complain-
ing in this paper. Their discomfort of being men is, in
fact, a feeling of inferority. They are engaging in a
male protest to disavow their masculinity.

On the other hand, maybe Transgressive
. nent arengagin in a female complaint.

based on the need to avoid punishment, and to
receive affection. For Example s/he whimpered to
go outside so s/he could eliminate s/his bodily
wastes. S/he also begged for food, and laid on s/his
back with s/his legs wide open in the hopes of being
rubbed.

By Gregory Knopp
Maybe this is a problem that I have, but I

love running into, and pushing women in crowded
places. And what better place to find a crowd swarm-
ing than our very own cultural landmark- the mall.
Here one indulged in such an activity can find unlim-
ited amount of targets.

Being inside a mall usually spawns a feeling
of disgust that no other environment can produce.
Maybe this sickness was alleviated for the first time
when I semi-accidentally shoulder-to-shouldered a
passing-by girl. This is the only sound explanation I
can come up with for the origin of this rather strange
fixation. The only thing I know is that zvery time I
find my self confined within the walls of a mall, I pro-
ceed to run into, and shove all the different varieties
of females this ecosystem provides.

First thing I should do is clarify what exact-
ly this delightful activity consists of. This is my no
means sexual in nature, so an intense Freudian psy-
choanalysis will not help to establish any deep-root-
ed problems I had with my mom as a kid.

What is important to explain, is how this
girl-pushing ritual transpires. When a target has been
located approaching in my general direction, I shift
close enough to almost touch shoulder to shoulder.
As soon as we are about to pass each other, I take a
step towards her, pushing her with my shoulder and
chest. This takes her by complete surprise and sets
her upper body spinning. Often the girl loses her bal-
ance for a few moments, she trips a little, or runs into
someone else. No physical harm is ever done to the
girls, but it sure knocks them out of typical mall-nav-
igating routine. This brings feelings of fulfillment and
closure in me, but is also so exhilarating that I have to

Pushinn Wnmen At The MaII
do it again.

Many different species could be targeted in
the mall, usually found occupying their own territor-
ial niches. Certain locations hold accumulations of
possible targets high in both quantity and quality. A
place I usually like to start is in front of Old Navy.
Here, a large population sustains itself on plentiful
resources like sweaters, pants, fleeces, and anything
else a teenage girl's heart could desire. These girls
usually are so preoccupied with the Old Navy jingle
stuck in their heads, that they never see me coming.
Pushing these girls is great, they flinch off softly. They
never see it coming, and after the collision, never dare
to turn around in order to make eye contact. They
walk away fast and scared, with their shopping-day
ruined. This is a good start and will get you into the
spirit of things, and after a few of these girls you can
move on to the next area.

Hot Topic is home a different breed, and I
am often staking out in front of this store. Here, if one
is patient, he can trail a girl wearing purple Caffeine
pants, excess of eye liner, a leopard colored dog-col-
lar, a brand new Godsmack T-shirt, and feminine
style Dr. Martins boots. This strain usually lets out a
noise of surprise and aggravation when jostled.
Growing up on the harsh streets of the mall gives
these girls more confidence, but they still never see it
coming. They love attention, but I guess this isnt the
kind they prefer. They turn around and yell some-
thing like Asshole, and move on to Spencers Gifts.
Pushing them brings a unique feeling, something
that has to do with the girl's rebellious nature.

Now, when one has acquired enough expe-
rience he can go after the most common, and yet the
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most risky prey. One sees them flocking about the
whole mall, but are usually found inside an Express
or Bloomingdales. These girls have a size two dress
size, they tell people they are size one, and wish they
were zero. They are usually accompanied by their
250-lb. boyfriends, who are wearing a tight white T-
shirt and are overflowing with testosterone.

Now shoving these girls is just truly amaz-
ing. Considering the risk involved, and the reaction
you register in them, it's the highest climax you can
achieve in this art. These girls are so full of them-
selves and nothing ever pokes through their filtered
reality that stirring them up is such great reward.
They are considered the most prized catch, and must
be approached with full caution. When pushed, they
shriek in disgust and look straight back at you. They
are so filled with disbelieve that someone would
dare to insult them in any way, not to mention push
them out of the way, that this is a moment to trea-
sure.

After they realize what happened, they fire
back in outrage. They make all types of incomprehen-
sible hand, neck and hip movements, and proceed
speaking in a very fast and strange dialect. The satis-
faction of this encounter can not be described in
words. It's an expression to a collection of very strong
beliefs, values, and drives within me. The thirst for
altercation is satisfied, and I make my leave. As I walk
away, the girl is still busy insulting me, and getting
their oblivious boyfriends attention to what just hap-
pened. Here, it's important to leave the scene as soon
as possible, so not to jeopardize my safety. This whole
mission is extremely rewarding, and is only under-
stood by those who take upon themselves its task.
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There Are More Than Just Two enders
By Brian Kate

My experience shows
than two genders. "Transgender
more genders besides male-to-fe
like girls) or female-to-male (girls
There are probably as many gend
in the desert, or stars in the unive:
enough room for everybody, root
tify as whatever they feel themse

Society tries teaching u
only two genders, men and worn
have penises and all women hav(
lem isn't with the idea that there
but with the "only" and the "all".
consider themselves women ha
people who consider themselves
And there are more than "only"
ways to identify than 'only' as c
woman.

The concept of transg
don't neccessarily identify as
female-born-women, is still seer
two genders." People seem oka)
ing from one gender to another 1
with their change of identificatio
the idea of "transgender" as onlb
as only either male-to-female
Even a lot of pc
gay/lesbian/bisexual/transgenc
this as only "going from one ger
that's that." I never said thei
become women, or women wh(
more than I ever said there aren't
problem, shared by many other
tence that a person can only be
and only a man who becomes a
who becomes a man.

Gender isn't just abou
and who wears dresses, or what
want to have; it's more about ide
ition, what you consider yoursell

To me, and to many oth
der is more about transgressing a
"unwritten and unspoken rules" a
has handed us, in any way. Th«
definition than "so what's it gon
to-female) or f-to-m (female-to-m
other, and stick to it forever." Th
derful diversity of genders; it se
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ple whose chromosomes aren't just XX or XY.
Transgender includes boys with breasts. I know I
was always told I'd never get a pair since I was
born a boy, now I'm a size B and loving it. But
'boys aren't supposed to have boobs." Well, some
do.

say mere are just two genaers. tspeciany wnen mere
are so many more.

"Transgender" does include male-to-female,
and female-to-male, but it includes much, much
more. It's not only what most people seem to think it
includes.

Transgender includes transsexuals, whether
pre-operative (about to get an operation), post-op
(got an operation), or even non-operative, who don't
want any operations. Not all transgendered or trans-
gressively gendered people want to get surgery.
That's a common misconception, that to be "trans"
you have to want a sex change. I know I don't and
neither do a lot of my friends. I'm not saying no one
should get anything done if that's what they feel is
right for themselves. I'm saying that people should-
n't assume that I want a genital operation the second
they see me on the street, and people shouldn't be
pressured into the stereotype "if you're trans you
gotta want surgery or else you're not the real thing."

I have one friend who thought she wanted a
sex change because she'd been told that she needed
one to really feel like a girl from day one, and decid-
ed that's the last thing she wants after really thinking
about it.

Transgender includes intersexed people,
people whose bodies or whose genitals aren't just "all
male" or "all female." Transgender also includes peo-

expenences, ana trying to connect them to larger
issues. I don't have "all the answers" on gender. The
only answers to be found are in yourself.

That's what it all comes down to. The idea
of transgender, and transgressively gendered, is
open to anyone who wants to identify as going
against the "rules for girls and boys" society gave us.
It's open to anyone who wants in.

You want to come forward as going against
those rules, come on in. I always welcome allies in
my struggle to live my life how I want and to try to
make the world a better place for anyone trying to do
the same. And this applies whether you go against
the "rule" that "there's only girls and boys" or the
"rule" that "everyone has to act this way or that way,"
whether by the way you identify yourself, or by what
you do and how you live.

Gender transgression, going against the
"rules" we're given, applies to gays and lesbians, too,
because most of us are taught men can only go out
with women and women can only go out with men.
Since we're taught "guys have to love girls/girls have
to love guys," those of us who don't follow that "rule"
are seen as "breaking rules of gender."

I feel transgender, and transgressing gender
(going against "the rules") are even open to men and
women who are happy to be men and women.
Society tries raise all of us on the same "rules" and

was almost attacked, they didn't scream "tranny,"
they screamed "faggot," to them it's all the same.
Violence against women is gender violence. Rape is
an act of gender violence, whether the victim is a
man, a woman or whoever.

So everyone, men, women and all the rest of
us are all potential targets of hatred the second we
step outside the "accepted rules for boys and girls."
We're all in this together, so we should stop fighting
each other over trivial stuff like who can be in what
group, we're all people and we're all on the planet
together, so we have to start learning to live with each
other, and maybe even to start getting along with
each other.

And we should try acting together to make
the world a better, or at least a safer, place to be who-
ever and whatever we want to be. And I feel that
starts by realizing that there are more than only two
genders. From there we can start accepting each
other, whether or not we fit each others' idea of "what
someone should be," but rather let people decide that
for themselves. That really could make the world a
much better place. Why don't we start trying?

My email is
DarkKate@yahoo.com

and my website "Welcome To Kate's World" is at
www.angelfire.comlny/BrianKate/
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using, ur saaying ciean. rne teit ner amtu stayeu
clean.

He would sleep with women and men to
get their drugs. After a while he was desperate,
and found himself in front of a train. He heard his
dead cousin's voice, and was moved out of the
way at the last moment.

I got pissed off when my pot wasn't
laced. Ecstasy was supposed to MDMA in it, but
the stuff I wanted was heroin and coke. I don't
actually know what drugs I've eaten, drank,
smoked, or sniffed.

He would get my paycheck and drive
around until he found a crack house. It's a bitch to
smoke crack all night and wake up the next day to
give a college lecture. He's worried about tomor-
row because he gets paid again.

She didn't understand why her boyfriend
was stealing from her. When she asked him why,
he wanted her to smoke crack. At first she said no,
but he wore me down and she tried it. After that
she was like take the TV and get some more.

He passed out with his car running.

story of heroin use. I didn't pick up, and two days
later I made the on campus meeting. It was a
small group, and I took a chance and talked about
myself.

Being mentally ill, I take offense to the
usage of crazy or insanity to describe stupidity, or
painful mistakes. Pejorative references to mental
illness abound in Narcotics Anonymous, and that
makes me feel as though I'm not a part of the
group. Some people tell me that I shouldn't be
taking medication, since it is mind and mood
altering, but they can go fuck themselves.

On the positive side, I have met some
people with the same or similar diagnosis as me. I
relate to that small handful of people well. When
my father died last month, some of the people
from NA went to the wake and I appreciate that. I
also had a place to talk about how I was feeling,
and was reminded that I didn't have to use drugs
to get through it.

The Suffolk area of Narcotics Anonymous
has a web page at sasna.org, and the phone line
number is (631) 884 - 9500.

- I-I -- -- I -I----------- * -- -- --- -- -~ -C I-- -- = --- --- --- ~--- --

people who have a history of drug abuse, but
want to stay clean today.

Identification as an addict is something
only the individual can do. People in contact with
a substance abuser may know the person has a
problem, but they can not force the individual to
accept that. Substance abusers may know they
have a problem, and be resigned to the idea that
the cycle of use will never end.

Twelve step programs are not guaranteed
to work. My experience is that there is no way of
predicting whom the program will work for, or for
how long. The programs are for people who want
them, not the people that need them.

Twelve step programs offer a chance to
recover from substance abuse. Some people are
there at the suggestion of the courts, their family,
employers, friends, or by their own volition. Of
the people who continue to show up, some will
use the twelve steps to slowly change the person
they were when they first came in.

Working the steps does not prevent peo-
ple from using drugs again. Making a choice on a
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Who in holy fuck took Clarence?
been gone for a year now. When. I'm nt w
myself, I find myself crying, sobbing for
over that little lion.

I was always very att•ihed to my s
animals. I mean, I know kis have favorit
stuffed animals, action figures they never let
But this was serious. Mom had tis nasty h
getting fed up with my, and r a ~rother's la:
and she would rant like ht ell and chuc
away left and right. This di~"t happen ofte
often enough that I dreac % like the
living dread the tomb.

When we had to sl over
at a cousin's place I'd pray ery
night that Mom hadn't done.
her "toy-cleaning." I was a.
to every toy who had 4 nd
the realm we called af~i and. |
I'd sob violently, scree curl up in
the lonely comer of ~ bunk
bed, clapping my s over
my head so I cou ear
Mom trash all those' dut:
sentimental individuals oiy
imaginative world.

It was pure a as
retarded as it sounds. art
would scrunch up in pain d
feel like some- I
body was using
it as a stress
reliever. Later
on,aiw stra
adovted ~a strav

He was my favorite toy during my last
year in high school. I was coming out of my eat-
ing disorder shit (gaining weight from the wasted
ibi iiiI was the school year before), and I'd carry
Ihin round to school, for good luck, and perhaps
psome comfort. Clarence never gave me fake
(imiles, never gave me bullshit advice. He'd look
ame with his sad little face,and I'd put his little
paws around my lips and: maoh him against my

*''•i aei a wnole lot or close •ienas mat
ar. The closest ones didn't do evil :fings like
it Clarence's tufted tail in between his lgs and
igh at the bawdy joke. I'd lend Clarenceout to
it.oody friends, or to those whom needeCdgood

luck on their exams.
Clarence was always

returned with gratful
smiles. Clarence let
himself be mended
lovingly by my for-
mer : sweetheart
withOut a com-
pla• t l

My i sad little
lion., How ihe
could pull a smile

out of strangers
witho.t having to

offer one of hiiis own.
Unlike &tis Leo•,•e had

this irresiible chanm. When
i I told my fiends Ihai lost him,

they lookie at me incredulously

In other words, the typical teenage tur-
moil deal. I lost me in the process, probably. And

servings of love a day." My cousin was able to get
my birthday present with a mere dollar.

out there is giving you your three servings of love
a day.
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___ Pim onnsece Of Sh t That The W rli
0AimRevolves rouncBy Timn Connors, Master Of The Obvious ......................

A piece of shit the world revolves around
is a description of how a drug addict views them-
selves and their place in the scheme of things. It is
a colorful image to simplify the meaning of addic-
tion. Being a piece of shit implies that the experi-
ences of feelings and thoughts that comprise self-
awareness are flawed, lacking, and not as good as
others, incapable of dealing, or a void in self-exis-
tence. Being self-centered is thinking that the
world revolves around us, in other words other
people's actions are determined by us because oi
our interaction with them.

The negative beliefs systems of being a
piece of shit reinforce the need to alter self aware-
ness through drugs, or anything else that will alter
thoughts and moods. How we came to view our-
selves as a piece of shit is dealt with later in twelve
step programs. What is important is accepting the
existence of a degraded self-image that controls
our actions in the moment, and changing it.

Being powerless over addiction means
that a distorted belief system overrules our wil
power eventually. When we are left to our owr
efforts we can not overcome the foundation of our
existence, which is that we are a piece of shit and
that drugs or another escape is needed to fee
human. Many say they will never do something
again, only to repeat it again.

Being powerless over addiction makes
our lives unmanageable. Life involves all activities
that are engaged in, including working, studying
relationships, eating, sleeping, going to the bath-
room, etc. Unmanageability is when responsibili-
ties of life, either big or small, go unmet due to the
need to change how we feel about ourselves
through drugs or other activities.

That's the concept behind the first step of
a twelve-step program. We have personal experi-
ence with being powerless over addiction, and
having our life become unmanageable
Developing the attitude that we are a piece of shit
and having drugs over power our will took time.
The attitude that we are a piece of shit comes from
several things. Never feeling a part of social inter-
actions. Self doubt about our ability to enjoy life
and using to try to improve our experiences
Falling short of our expectations in endeavors thai
we took on. The use of drugs even when we sin-
cerely wanted to stop, and a million other large
and small blows that accumulated over the years.

I was in my twenties when my life became
unmanageable. That's not to say I never drank
during my teen years. I was able to maintain my
obligations in numerous areas, but those activities
provided the means to drink. The pattern of feel-
ing like a piece of shit and needing something to fi>
that had already been established.

Needing something to get out of myself
might be something I was born with. I started
sniffing glue, drinking the anbasole, and sniffing
markers in the late seventies. I don't remembel
why I did that, just that I did it. I was around six
or seven years old.

In late 1981 I got drunk at a Boy Scoul
campout. My older brother and his friend broughi
a bottle. We drank Saturday night, and woke up
Sunday to about a foot of snow. The next few years
I would sniff white out, glue, or markers, and
maybe sneak a drink out of my parents liquor cab-
inet.

At fifteen I visited my brother in college
we hit a bar. It was dimly light, there were cock-
roaches, and puke on the urinals, floor, and walls
of the bathroom. That was the first bar I had been
in, since then I've been to worse places.

I was still in the Bov Scouts, mainly for the
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ByF. L. Livingston, .~--~-~.......
SAT, PSAT, GRE, MCAT, LSAT: the alpha-

bet soup of test anagrams gets thicker all the time.
And more schools are more rigid about their test
requirements. True, most colleges have learned to
give more credence to a high school student's rank
and GPA. But many graduate schools have elevated
the importance of standardized tests. And the New
York Board of Regents has increased the number of
exams that a New York Sate student must pass in
order to graduate high school. (Those slated to grad-
uate in 2003 must pass one or more such tests in all
of the five major subjects: math, English, science, his-
tory and foreign language.) In my opinion, the coun-
try has gone test-mad! Especially New York State!

Some public figures are even advocating a
policy of testing teachers every five years. To ensure
quality education, no doubt. But, let's face it, almost
any savvy human being can answer questions about
teaching and discipline in a way that's educational-
ly - and politically - correct. That hardly means,
though, that they're putting these ideas into practice.
The only true way to know if a teacher is conducting
class well is by his/her actual performance in the
classroom. Sorry but you can't measure that by a
bunch of standardized questions, whether multiple
choice or essay, in a computer-based or paper-and-
pencil exam. What's going on here? It's all part of the
test-crazed mentality that this nation has developed.

Gone are the '60s/70s ideas about totally
replacing grades with in depth written evaluations.
In fact, with the greater spread of computer use,
many secondary school students face not only stan-
dardized exams, but standardized evaluations, as

well! "Johnny performs well in class discussion, but and the simple evaluation (the grade). So afraid are
seems to freeze on tests" has been reduced to such we that foreign school systems might 'be ahead " of
stock phrases as "Poor test performance." So that: us i the number ofkids who: c add imaginary
even the commentary has morphed into one-size- numbers or explaiiiatomic theory that we hardly
fits-many (more or less)" evaluations. :ii:: ave time for analyzing a student's full set of

Granted, such computerized comments - strengthsi and weaknesses in all their
may be a Godsend to the h
sured teachers in large, ove
crowded public high schoo
But all the more reason to t
care that we don't place exaggE
ed emphasis on the significan
letters and/or numbers, esp(
not from one or two exams. W
fewer truly individualized
ments to create balance.

Unfortunately, some
trators are beginning to believ
much in these letters and nur
seems to me to get more inc

ty.
t, many of the countries that
competing with" focus on edu-
a fairly homogeneous econom-
intellecual groui p and literally
tmind if iother .okids'l "drop out"
ig the way. s weincrease the
s.sure o: Ameri:cani students,
e raise the number dropouts
ere, t.o, at various places along
the line . ,i

The American iideal,
however has long since been

uate e masses." For the sake
f* .mse .1 A2 ..,

the education level gets migner. It a stuaent o.S .::it or .greater opporrunity : ro al,. ,. a.. : ete
did well enough on the SAT exams, etc., to be normed crop of voters. To that end, we tr t ve a
accepted at a good college, and then excelled there, basic education(wadays, ou g school) to
as well, I doubt her/she got any "dumber." Why. every c . Ad we o•fer higher education possibil-
have to take another general test for grad school?: es as many as is feasible.
Senseless! Is it worth sacrificing that ideal to try to

So why are test grades apparently gaining match the test scores of other nations? If so, then we
importance in so many areas? At the uppermost must learn to tolerate dropping out (perhaps at an
reaches, it's largely the "weeding out" process, gone even earlier age) and the loss of possible talent. (The
amok, I'm guessing. At "lower" levels, it's that plus bright student who flips out on exams. The creative
the fear of other nations "outdoing" us. In our rush thinker with an offbeat approach to the material). If
to "catch up with" Japan, etc., we have come to rely not, then we need to rethink our growing reliance on
more and more on the alleged "quick fix" ("the test") tests - and soon.

On The 
Road 

To Grad 
School: 

Psych 
Bound

So it's the end of the semester and most
people are struggling to get the work done for
their classes last minute (or they are cramming in
several parties). With only a couple of weeks left,
everyone seems to be racing around at top speed.
Me? No biggie. I've been stressed out all semester
and now it's time to sit back and watch the chick-
ens with their heads cut off.

You see, this semester, I decided to apply
to graduate school. Like several Stony Brook stu-
dents, I am a Psychology major with the hopes of
eventually having a doctorate (they tell you that
you can't do anything with a bachelors in psy-
chology). By the time college rolled around, I was
sure I wanted to go to graduate school for Clinical
Psychology. I had always been extremely passion-
ate about this field and have always dreamed of
someday running an intervention center. Little did
I know what lay ahead of me.

First stop: the GRES's. I can not tell you
just how much these suck. You have to remember
all the math you learned when you were 14, learn
words you will never use and practice playing stu-
pid little logic games (i.e. diagram out the order of
six fruit treest). I spent 27 hours in classes, $900+
in paying for these classes and basically all my free
summer time studying for this stupid exam, this
stupid, stupid exam that I felt my life depended
on.

I planned on taking the GRE's by the end
of last August, but chickened out, ceasing to study
toward the end of the summer and cramming
again in early October. Every time I even thought
of taking this test, my stomach would knot up and
I would often just sit and cry, frustrated as hell. I
don't know if it's the actual exam or the stress they
put on you to do well on it that feels as if it's suf-
focating you while awake and holding your eye-
lids open while you try to sleep. All I konw is that
I have never had to deal with such crap before. For
all those grad school bound: take the test the

summe after your junior yearr. At least then you
wouldn't have had to worry about it on top of all
your school work.

I finally took the test, and at the end, they
give you the option of either looking at your
scores (which then will be sent to the schools of
your choice) or cancelling the exam and not ever
seeing how you did. I didn't know how the hell I
did, but being that I'm often impulsive, I pressed
the button to see my scores. The exam was three
hours, how could I not look? I ended up doing
alright on the exam, but I wasn't satisfied with my
verbal score. To this day, I still dream of it brand-
ed across my chest, like the "A" for adultery in The
Scarlet Letter.

Some people advised me to take it over,
but after thinking about it, I realized that I just
couldn't deal with it. If I don't get in to graduate
school, I'll try again next year. You can't expect to
get in, regardless of your score, because the major-
ity of programs for clinical psychology take less
than ten percent of their applicants, anyway.

Then came the Psychology GRE's, which
weren't that bad, except they were just one more
thing to study for. I was so relieved when all the
standardized tests were over. They really do make
you feel incompetent at times. Sometimes I think
ETS just loves to make you feel like shit for the fun
of it. Maybe then yuo won't apply and their kids
will have a better shot at it.

After you live through all that nonsense,
you must narrow down a list of schools (or in my
case, find enough you want to apply to), acquire
about 3 recommendations, pay for your tran-
scripts to be sent out (an administrative headache)
and pay for your GRE scores to be sent out to all
the schools you didn't realize you would be apply-
ing to when you took the god damn tests in the
first place.

Then you must devise a personal state-
ment, something that discusses your personal

background, your professional background (what-
ever that is), the reasons you want to study clinical
psychology and why you want to go to school X in
particular. This means a slightly different essay for
every school. In addition, you have to list advisors
which you are interested in working with. In other
words, you spend hours on the net searching
through the profiles of possible advisors. You
must check out what kind of work they do and
what their research interests are. For any of you
who might consider doing this, make sure you
schedule several hour's time.

Also male sure that you have both
research and clinical experience. Get involved in
someone's lab (PSY 273). Volunteer somewhere
and make sure you develop close relationships
with faculty who can later give you recommenda-
tions. I was fortunate enough to do a lot of
research as well as get a job at a prevention center
running support groups for children and adoles-
cents. But I'll tell you, it took a lot of tim, luck and
energy, so start preparing a couple of years ahead
of time. Talk to graduate students and find out
what they did.

In addition, for you overachievers, apply
to the Pschology Honors Program. This will allow
you to take on your own research and get to know
faculty one-on-one. It will also provide you with a
seminar in which to discuss pressing issues such
as how your honors project is going and how to
complete the slightly overwhelming process of
applynig to graduate school in the field of psy-
chology. I tell you, those once a week classes were
a blessing. They were like group therapy sessions
for all of us crazy psych students.

Now, it's time to sit back and wait for
phone calls.You see, if you pass over the first hur-
dle, they'll call you for an interview (clinical appli-
cants only). At least I'll have an excuse to buy a
couple of suits.

Is all this really worth it? I really hope so.
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3 the care of are not generally available to help stud
w pro-active these classes are too large.
Syokeling of Ronald Friend - Health Psychok
5mates and 6)and Social Psychology Lab (PSY 382
r the aýý :titic Dr.: Friendl is no friend of mine. H

Statistics fo:
Lodge: Milt has a smai
by being long-wind
Avoid this class if yol
take AMS statistics.

Chuck Table
Courses: Encourages
courses. In 100 level
and as a result a liti
instructors in Political

Paul Tesky
Courses: Very intellig
something. He assigr
n't test on it extensivel
material. It is impor
same class to get note,
ical science major whc
smokes all night.

Advice for ]
the law courses, since
that can be passed wil
rarely attendance r
optional. You won't g
not on your degree.

Avoid Socio]
the professor to be ar
grades in the departm
you find yourself wi
require ridiculous an
grade, drop it.

Natural Di
Hogan: A third of the
on obscure informatic
there is no book, hor
choice tests. The lec
drunk. Hogan curses
as an angry old man.
ting a good grade is r

Natural Di
Holt: A.K.A "Rocks fi
course so mind-numi
tend to be those that r
where they go and ha
as not to hurt them se
a classroom whose ne
5:1 Holt is an engagir
funny prof. Once yo
only in existance so tIh
GPA higher than the
Hazards is actually a
Go Figure

Stats in Soci
Take this class. It couw
contains little to no a
course is about findi
ables in experiments <

simpre tne tasK is. une nime, arer Daring 1n. 4i
at a particular group for asking a small question, one
student tried to explain how she felt the comment
was slightly unfair. She spoke relatively logically,
alter which he belittled her until she cried in front of

ifihewhole class.
All in all, I would never again subject myself

iio te wrath of this man, no matter how much I was
intersted in the topics he was teaching.

Prof. Dolan - American Poetry - (EGL 350):
Poiiey is complex and beautiful, but if you study
moe tiian few autho~ o'e tet you ght not

ve en h time to develop a deepe terst to self-
istudy ay particular writer he class covers. This

icourse iSiore of an overview ratier thn a conen-

However, Dolan is an intriguing professor
y uder He definately seems to know his

f. He does not feign enthusiam for things that
'ti:nteresti. He also honest with himself. And
you pchologzy majors, he's a fun character to
rve when you feel like spacing out; you'll never
his cu e out of your ears. Take some of his

tish Litea e related courses, he seems to like
tconcentrion better too.

r•:f. Huddy - Women and Politics - (WST
iIiievel?):ihe course is a comprehensive survey of

. iwomes imovement in, America. I recommend
i clas bed on it's content and its relevance, not

its lack o work. There's a lot of reading and high
hecttios for grasping the concepts. Prof. Huddy

i excellent professor. She's straight forward and
ikes an effort to turn a lecture hall into a coference

know it doesn't sour
charismatic enough tc
skill because when I ti
I'm skiping it right nc
ly homework and in
sucks but it's not hard stuff and the concepts you
learn are more likely to prove usefull in the real world
than calculus.

Electronic Print Media (ARS 325) -
Dinkins: I have never been in a class with so few
interesting people in my life. In EPM you yack-yack-
yack about subversive ads and alternative print
methods and other pseudo-artistic mucky-muck: A
topic that is very interesting in it's own right.
Unfortunately this ripe subject matter proves to be
stale when examined (in the most cursory sense of
the word) by a SINC site full of lazy, weak-minded,
pre-programed automatons. Not that this is Dinkins
fault; she puts up a valiant effort. Sadly each class
inevitably turns into Dinkins asking provocative
questions to the class, and being answered only with
blank stares and a silence the likes of which can only

take shit from moronic students. Get into something
he's teaching by hook or by crook; unless of course
you're a belligerant-shit-talker in which case you
should go fuck your own face with a cinderblock for
even considering sullying his class with your verbal
diarreha

The Honors College: Think twice about
entering the Honors College, once you are in and do
their program you can't easily back out. They have
seminars to replace the Dec requirements, and if you
don't graduate from their department you will have
to take the Dec classes anyway.

100 Level Calculus and Physics professors
are incompetent when it comes to teaching, and pass-
ing these courses requires Herculean efforts to learn
the material on your own. The TA's aren't noted for
their excellent communication skills, and professors

- (AST 101): This class uses a very interesting and
well writen book that includes a very entertaining
CD with lots of pictures and stuff. The professor is a
little arrogant but he explains things well. Unless you
never come to class and don't read the book you will
be able to understand what he is talking about in lec-
ture. He breifly and superficaly touches on the more
complicated mathmatical and abstract concepts in
astrophysics enough for people withut really any sci-
ece or math comprehension beyond the highschool
level. Questions on the tests were sometmes worded
very strangly. All the tests had enough of a curve on
them to change a mid sixties grade into a B or B-. A
"C" was around 50% on the 3 tests during the course.
I liked the course alot because it was easy but was
disapointed the the material remained so simple and
his lectures so uninspired.

The Final Word

Let
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